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Consumption is Work or Why the Consumption Junction is a Labor Junction
A confession up front: I don’t usually think of myself as a historian of
consumption. Historian of technology, industrialization, labor, gender—these labels all
fit more comfortably. It’s not that I haven’t spent a lot of time thinking about
consumers—I have. Most of that thinking has been about why people choose to purchase
and/or use certain technologies rather than others.1 And, more recently, I’ve thought a lot
about commodities and commodification—particularly about how ideas about risk get
commodified.
Even for historians who think they’re not interested in consumption, it’s
becoming increasing difficult to dispute the significance of this subject for understanding
the broad patterns of historical change. The process of industrialization now seems
incomprehensible without taking consumption into account.2 Moreover, the gender
literature makes a convincing case that this is a crucial site for the formation of identity in
the modern world.3 Perhaps my discomfort comes from the ambiguous boundaries of the
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field (what is a “consumer” anyway?) but as a historian of technology, I’m used to mushy
disciplinary boundaries.
The real problem, I’ve concluded, rests in assumptions underlying much of the
mainstream consumption historiography. To begin with, the dichotomization of
production and consumption is a frequently used to draw boundaries around the field.
The history of consumption tends to become whatever is “not production.”4 I’m wary of
decoupling production from consumption or cutting production out of the analytic picture
entirely. Moreover, I worry about the tendency among cultural historians to “black box”
the material aspects of what is being consumed. How things work (in a material sense) is
as important as what they mean to consumers. However powerful their symbolic
functions, washing machines still have to wash clothes, automobiles still have to travel
from one point to another, and umbrellas still have to keep off the rain. Finally, as I’ll
argue at length in the rest of this paper, consumption can be a leisure activity or an
exercise in the construction of identity, but it is also about work, paid and unpaid.
So, what would happen if we thought of consumption as involving work and work
as a useful subject of study for understanding consumption? What if we asked: how is
the process of making, buying, and using goods a process of deciding how work will be
done, who will do it, and how much it will be worth (in financial or other terms)?
Suppose we thought of the processes of consumption as involving a variety of skills
susceptible to the same historical processes of deskilling, mechanization, and reskilling as
wage labor.
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Why bother? Firstly, simply to assert the historical realities that work (paid and
unpaid) isn’t necessarily analytically separable from shopping and that people consume
material things for material as well as symbolic reasons. Taking on this framework can
also help make visible some of the problematic assumptions of the producer/consumer
dichotomy. If consumption is a site from which to consider the formation of identity,
considering work might provide some continuity between the identity of “consumer” and
the rest of our subjects’ lives. It might also help inject social class and class relations into
the discussion of consumption in a way that goes beyond how much money one has to
spend or how the symbolic meanings of objects consumed assert class distinctions.

*

*

*

If this is an exercise in rethinking consumption, let’s begin by reconsidering a
piece of the master narrative of industrialization as many of us learned it. The story I
have in mind describes how the home came to be the center of consumption and the
industrial workplace the center of production. Work moved out of the kitchen, the barn,
and the workshop and into the factory and the office. Wage labor came to substitute for
subsistence or self-employed labor. Mechanization deskilled both domestic and wage
workers.

As a result, people bought what they once would have made, using the wages

they earned making something for somebody else. Or, if one follows the narrative very
explicitly, women bought what they once would have done or made using the money
their menfolk earned or expropriated from the process of making something for someone
else.5
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While this narrative isn’t necessarily wrong, it can be misleading. In particular, it
is very easy to overexagerate the completeness of the process. Even in the 21st century,
most consumer goods are used by consumers in ways that require further work.
Appliances are not ends in themselves; they are tools that facilitate (largely) unpaid
domestic labor. Automobiles are technologies employed in the work of transporting
people and objects from place to place. Many products are ingredients or elements which
consumers use to create a final product or to make a process faster or easier.
Industrialization has removed steps from the home, but not the whole process.
Foodstuffs, cleaning products, and all that stuff at Home Depot are means to an end as
well as ends in themselves. Even consumer goods that require no further assembly, still
need repair--forms of work that must be done by the user or a third party. It is quite
striking how willing consumers are to accept new technologies (such as automobiles and
photocopiers) that they know will require regular fixing and maintenance. With the
exception of knick-knacks from the Franklin Mint, very few consumer goods go directly
from point of purchase to a comfortable home on a dusty shelf, requiring no more effort
on the part of their owners.
If this is true now, it was even more true fifty, one hundred, or two hundred years
ago. Furthermore, because of the incompleteness of industrialization, consumers are
rarely just shoppers; they are also real or potential producers or competitors for work that
might also be done in industrial capitalist settings. Because industrial capitalism also
relies on novelty and technological innovation to fuel the market and aid competition,
consumers are continually confronted with products they must learn how to use.

called pre-modern consumption, in which people are ‘users of things’, engaged in a natural activity oriented
to use values rather than consumers of commodities (even though most would admit that any task oriented
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Consumer capitalism both inside and outside the home is not only a process of deskilling
but also reskilling—learning how to do new forms of work.
How does work get distributed among producers and consumers? The question is
intimately tied to the valuation of work itself. Consumers are willing to pay for the labor
of others when they believe the cost is a fair tradeoff for the labor they would otherwise
have to do themselves. Is it cheaper to make it one’s self? Is it worth the time involved?
One does not have to look very deeply to realize that both social structure and cultural
meanings complexify this seemingly straightforward economic equation. For instance,
the low market value of women’s work throughout the 19th (and perhaps the 20th century)
was influenced by identification with unpaid domestic labor.6 By the same token, middle
class women have long benefited as shoppers and employers of domestic workers from
this same undervaluation.
It’s also important to recognize that labor saving (or “convenience” as it’s often
called) and money saving are not always the highest priorities for consumers Even in a
market economy, the calculus of how much a good or service is worth is not just a
question of economics.7 Since at least the 1920s, home economists and advertisers have
been trying to attach a cash value to the work of housewives, often to make the argument
that it should be farmed out as wage work. This assertion ignores the value implicit in
who does the work. Unpaid labor and consumption of certain kinds might seem
uneconomical and irrational, but are rewarded socially. This might be termed the “Martha
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Stewart phenomena”—one pays more and does more work. Conspicuous consumption
sometimes involves conspicuous labor.
Consumers must also enter the market when they lack the knowledge, skill,
equipment, etc. to do a process themselves (e.g. grind flour). One could argue that the
transference of domestic processes to the marketplace and the factory often involve a
transitional period in which a substantial number of consumers can still make a product
or do a process themselves. Technological innovations and social trends can also reverse
this transference, temporarily or permanently. Wendy Gamber’s work on the
introduction of paper patterns, for instance, illustrates how dressmaking temporarily and
partially moved back into the home in the late 19th century.8 Very cheap factory made
clothing has now reversed the trend again. Since fewer and fewer people own a sewing
machine or even a needle and thread (let alone the requisite knowledge), they no longer
have the option of making their own clothes.
Many of the generalizations made above are based on scholarship about the middle
and upper classes. We know much less about the calculus of work and consumption in
the context of scarcity.9 The industrial proletariat was drawn into the marketplace by
some of the some of the same factors described above, but lack of time and lack of access
to alternative modes of domestic production probably played a more significant role.10 I
think in particular of Sidney Mintz’ descriptions of the changing diet of workers to tea,
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sugar, and bread—making a meal that was quick to put together out of ingredients preprepared in industrial processes.11 Susan Strasser’s work on trash, suggests a 19th century
urban proletariat for whom the work of domestic production involves remaking and
reusing industrially produced items rather than conversion of raw materials into usable
forms.12 What about farmers and slaves? How do ethnicity and race shape these
patterns?
Where work gets done also depends on what is technologically possible. Changing
the way things are done or made is an inherently haphazard, piecemeal, and risky
process. While new technologies partly result from producers responding to their
perception of what the market will bear (or the idiosyncratic inventive itch13), generations
of frustrated inventors, engineers, and entrepreneurs have come to the bitter realization
that one cannot just wave a magic wand to get a functional technology. Some products
or work processes are stubbornly resistant to adaptation to factory methods,
systematization, or mechanization. As anyone who has ever tried to eat canned bean
sprouts knows, it is particularly difficult to transcend the organic—which partly explains
why so much food production still goes on in the home.
By the same token, some processes, which are relatively cheap and easy to carry out
in an industrial setting, resist mechanization in the home. Pin-making and nail-making
are not likely to return to the basement workshop anytime soon. It is technically difficult
to work metal economically on a small scale and nails and pins are, by their nature, not
10
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the kind of objects of conspicuous display that lend themselves to the Martha Stewart
Syndrome.
To complicate matters further, consumers and producers do not always agree on a
definition of what is functional even after a product has reached the market. Computer
software firms routinely put their products on the market without debugging them to the
satisfaction of their customers. Mechanized laundries in the 1920s counted on destroying
or losing up to 5% of the clothes and linens they processed. As Joy Par has shown, 1950s
stove manufactures added bells and whistles that pleased salesmen more than female
users.14
Products that do allow people to do work themselves, products that take out steps or
reconfigure domestic processes, and novel forms of domestic work also require
instruction or “reskilling”. Getting consumers to believe that they need or want a new
product is only the first step. New products cannot be successfully marketed if the
consumer has no way of knowing how to use the product or if use is so frustrating or time
consuming that pre-existing alternatives remain more appealing.15
Traditionally, new tools or products were introduced by word of mouth. Often the
maker taught the buyer how to use the product. Despite the growing distance between
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producers and consumers, instruction and advice remains a widespread part of the sales
process. During the consumer-durable revolution of the 1910s through the1940s,
producers and retailers resorted to a corps of specialized experts to demonstrate and
instruct on the use of new technologies, especially those identified with domestic labor.16
To my knowledge, appliance demonstrations have largely gone the way of the sidemounted wringer, perhaps because the technologies are no longer novel. The most
persistent forms of advice giving and instruction seem to involve body technologies—
clothes, makeup, etc.—and high status purchases to which personal attention adds
value.17 Alison Clarke’s recent book on Tupperware also suggests that teaching
consumers how to “burp” their Tupperware, helped distinguish it from other plastic
containers in the marketplace and in the popular imagination.18
When the seller isn’t the producer, instruction at the point of purchase can be
problematic for a number of reasons. The selling process gives power to salespeople to
decide who’s going to get the knowledge they need to use a product effectively and who
isn’t. Hardware and automobile parts stores are two classic examples of places where a
lot of advice gets passed out, but women don’t necessarily get the same advice as men
(this differential instruction is probably also raced and classed). Is there a female
gendered consumption space where men don’t get told what they need to know?
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Sellers don’t always have adequate knowledge to teach consumers how to use a
product or to help a consumer choose which product will best help them do the kind of
work they want to do. Since learning often involves doing instruction at the point of
purchase also can involve a longer-term commitment to consumers that is uneconomic
for retailers. I would also suspect that as the cost of labor has risen over the last century,
service in the form of instruction has gradually disappeared out of retailing.
Written instructions offer an alternative. Whether directions on the back of a box
of cake mix or a computer manual, they allow producers to communicate more directly
with consumers. Written instructions also cut out the uncomfortable personal
relationships that consumers sometimes dread and allow producers to offer caveats and
disclaimers. Some forms of directions such as recipes on cans and boxes can also create
a form of chain consumption. The rice crispies treats recipe offers a classic example:
“add one package of Kraft marshmallow cream, one stick of Kraft margarine…”
In a society saturated with this kind of instruction, we tend to take for granted the
inventive process that has gone into figuring out how to transmit this kind of information.
It’s also easy to overlook the amount of tacit knowledge consumers must have in order to
interpret and successfully use instructions. As a form of communication between
producers and consumers, instructions deserve more attention from historians.19
Learning to use new technologies is only one of many ways shopping involves
work. The marketplace, by definition, creates adversarial relationships between buyers
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and sellers. Sellers want to maximize price, buyers want a bargain. Sellers want to hide
flaws in their wares, buyers want to discover those flaws. “Caveat emptor” –buyer
beware, the law warns. The buyer who comes to the marketplace without previous
experience will pay the price.
Learning how to consume—how to engage in the social interactions of buying,
how to judge products, is an increasingly important life skill children in a cash economy
must acquire. Because consumers in an industrial society are continually being
confronted with new options, they must also constantly re-educate themselves. We also
take for granted the extensive amount of tacit knowledge consumers, particularly female
consumers, have about consumer products. That knowledge is also not evenly
distributed. Children are notoriously susceptible to hucksters of all varieties because they
have not yet learned these skills. Other dishonest producers and brokers target the
vulnerable on the basis of poverty, gender, or position outside information networks (e.g.
farmers and rural people).20
For nearly as long as there have been marketplaces, the state and its agents have
been third parties to the negotiations between buyers and sellers. The traditional role of
the state was to protect the ignorant buyer from sellers’ deceits, thereby doing some of
the work of consumption. However, the triumph of caveat emptor as a legal principle in
the 1840s meant the most heated years of industrialization were characterized by courts
that avoided stepping in to protect consumers from fraud or negligence on the part of
producers. Consumers rarely successfully sued for accidents caused by defectively
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manufactured products unless they had bought that product directly from the maker until
1917. Injuries from poorly designed products were not compensible until 1957.21
Novel products also made the work of consumption more challenging. How was
one to judge the soundness or functionality of a product one had never seen before; how
to estimate what constituted a fair price? To complexify matters, producers themselves
often didn’t know how a product would perform. In effect, the state asked consumers to
bear some of the costs of the uncertainty of new products. The safety and effectiveness
of new products (especially technologies) was often tested in the marketplace, the public
street, and the home. It is mostly since the consumer rights movement and tort revolution
of the 1960s and 1970s, that the regulatory state and civil court system has done an
increasing amount of the work of assessing the safety and effectiveness of consumer
products (the Pure Food and Drug Act of course regulated these substances much earlier).
The work of selling can also literally be redistributed between producers and
consumers through the reorganization of shopping and the introduction of new
technologies. The general trend in retailing over the last century has been to convince
consumers to take on the work of selling themselves goods. Self-service grocery stores
such as Piggly Wiggly in the 1920s and more recently self-service gas stations embody
this tendency. A variety of ingenious technologies facilitates self-service. The packaging
revolution of the 1880s and the introduction of cellophane wrapping in the 1930s freed
consumers to select products from the shelves without help from a grocer. Vending
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machines, catalogues, and on-line shopping also provide ways for consumers to sell
goods to themselves.22
Consumers are most willing to sell to themselves when the cost of a product is a
primary concern. Or they may prefer to serve themselves rather than endure the work of
interacting with a salesperson and the scrutiny of their personal choices (cigarettes and
condoms). Self-service also broadens the range of hours and locations at which goods
may profitably be sold, allowing consumers to shop at their own convenience. (the coke
from the machine in the basement at 2 am). Other forms of self-service such as catalogue
shopping don’t eliminate the work of selling but rather redefine it, making it possible to
shop at a distance. Consumers aren’t willing to give up personal service with high status
purchases or purchases where value added comes from instruction or advice. The main
point of self-service, of course, is to save employers wages and to deskill and control
employees. It is part and parcel with the adoption of other techniques and technologies
aimed at controlling work at the point of sale: cash registers, scanners, and UPC codes.
Finally, why do we find it difficult to think about consumption as involving work,
particularly the unpaid work of consumers? When we exchanged rough drafts of our
papers, Susan Strasser and I discussed this question. She suggested that in our culture,
we don’t think of work as pleasurable and we don’t think of work as something one does
outside the wage nexus. On reflection, I suspect we do think of consumption as work but
work of a very peculiar, very gendered kind. Women justify shopping as a timeconsuming activity because it is part of their cultural job. $45 and two hours spent
finding the perfect pair of shoes is more justifiable than $45 and two hours spent at the
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symphony even if those shoes are never worn again (unless one is doing the cultural work
of self-improvement). Part of the pleasure of shopping for women resides in the sense of
a job well done. Most men don’t allow themselves to participate in this pleasure (and
aren’t rewarded for it) except when a well-executed purchase involves forms of expertise
defined as masculine such as buying a car, or when a purchase (usually of tools in the
narrowest sense of the term) is explicitly recognized as a step towards doing some kind of
productive labor.
Conclusion
I’m doubtful that rethinking the history of consumption is going to result in any
single grand synthesis. From the outsider’s view, the emerging historiography of
consumption suggests persistent fragmentation. It is tenuously located in time and place- did the consumer society emerge in 17th century England or late 19th century America?
Ambiguous as to subject and agency—what is a “consumer” anyway? Is one a consumer
at all times (like being a worker or a woman) or only at the moment of consumption?
And what is “consumption”? Shopping? Thinking about shopping? Using what one has
bought?
Besides, these ambiguities are too useful. Any effort to harden definitions
(consumers are shoppers) seems to lead done the path to trivialization. Instead, perhaps
rethinking consumption is most useful for reconsidering old questions in new
perspectives and for sharing questions across disciplinary lines when we might not
otherwise have anything to talk about.
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